We formulate the initial-value problem for two colliding trains of impulsive gravitational waves. In the absence of a global, exact solution we show that in a region lying between the singularity u'+ U'= 1 and the wave trains, the solution is still the well-known Khan-Penrose solution.
which brings the line element into the Rosen form ds =2du dv (F dx-) - (6dy) and where the equations satisfied by F and G are F""=h(u)F,
Solutions for F and G are given by F(u)=L -+ -+g 3; (u;), 6(u, ) are the constant values for F(u) and 6(u) at the locations of the ith impulse. We have a similar metric for the other incoming region in which we substitute u~v, u;~v;, and n~m. Although the number of waves can be arbitrarily chosen, for symmetry reasons, we shall make the choices u; = v; and m = n, which imply that the two incoming regions involve the same number of waves located at equal intervals.
The constants F(u, ) and 6(u, ) are given by the recurrence relations n -1 
The three impulsive waves, obviously, are located at the points (O, uo, u, ) (1989) .
